### Description
Cloned from https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1794744

### Description of problem:
Hammer, UI and probably API also showing every machine_type but multiple times to provision the GCE Host.

### Version-Release number of selected component (if applicable):
Satellite 6.7 snap 9

### How reproducible:
Always

### Steps to Reproduce:
1. Create a GCE Compute Resource.
2. From UI:
   - While host provisioning, attempt to search any machine_type while choosing machine type.
3. From API/CLI:
   - List the machine types/flavors in Compute Resource.

### Actual results:
Every machine_type is displayed/fetched multiple times to provision the GCE Host.

### Expected results:
Every machine_type/flavor should be fetched once.

### Additional info:

---

### Associated revisions
Revision 0725a9f2 - 02/12/2020 01:08 PM - Kavita Gaikwad
Fixes #28898 - show unique machine_types/flavors in GCE

---

### History
**#1** - 01/30/2020 09:53 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Assignee set to Kavita Gaikwad
- Category set to Compute resources - GCE

**#2** - 02/03/2020 10:21 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Subject changed from Multiple machine_types/flavors and images are being shown for provisioning GCE Host to Multiple machine_types/flavors are being shown for provisioning GCE Host
#3 - 02/03/2020 01:46 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7409 added

#4 - 02/12/2020 01:08 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.0.0 added

#5 - 02/12/2020 02:01 PM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 0725a9f271c769d53881478ba164bf36756ae327.

#6 - 02/17/2020 09:34 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7439 added

#7 - 02/18/2020 02:45 PM - Tomer Brisker
- Fixed in Releases 1.24.3 added